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About This Game

"I was in love with GNOG the second I saw it"-Rock Paper Shotgun
"Weird and wonderful..." -Polygon

"This is such a joyful game, I'm not sure it's possible to leave it without feeling uplifted." -Destructoid
"It's a kooky idea brought about with lots of style and verve..." -Eurogamer

GNOG is a playful puzzle game about exploring monstrous virtual toys. Press, pull, slide, grab, click, and rotate every GNOG
head to uncover its secrets!

9 musical levels with whimsical puzzles to discover

A dynamic soundtrack composed by Marskye

Each level a unique hand-crafted experience

Play in standard mode or with optional VR support. Seamlessly switch between VR and standard play!

GNOG is a 3D puzzle game set in a tactile world of toys and secrets. Point, click, grab, poke, spin, pull, and play with uniquely
charming monster heads as you explore the hidden worlds inside them. Filled with eye-catching designs, playful interactions,

and a rich, reactive soundtrack, the hand-crafted heads come to life in either standard play or in VR.
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Inspired by real-world toy designs, every GNOG head is a miniature world to discover. Grab a bookcase and spin it to reveal a
hidden pile of coins, slide levers to navigate a damaged ship through outer space, crank a wheel to cook a stew on the stove –
each playful interaction generates lively feedback and surprising consequences. Set to a relaxing and dynamic soundtrack that

evolves with each level, the surreal worlds and joyful puzzles of GNOG will have you turning heads.
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Title: GNOG
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
KO_OP
Publisher:
Double Fine Presents
Release Date: 17 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: 2GHz 64-Bit CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated graphics card with 1GB memory

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Japanese,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Swedish,Turkish
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This game is actually pretty cool, and creepy....it's also free. There are a few things some might consider "Jump Scares" in the
game as well as some creepy noises that I loved. All in all really good little festive Halloween game that you can tell the
developer put a lot of heart into.. fun game and slowest loading screens ever. You thought gta5 was a long wait? you thought
wrong...

For the buggy loading = NO
For the game = YES. Poise Souls. This is awesome! I have recommended it to friends. Wonderful work. I hope to see this
concept expand beyond the apartment someday!. This is more of a tech demo than an actual game. You wander around 3 levels
of increasingly unfinished assets. Invisible shadow men, tons of invisible walls and a red key that CANNOT BE FOUND! That's
right, I couldn't even finish the game, because on the third level I had to look for a red key, THERE WAS NO RED KEY,
TRUST ME I LOOKED HARD!

Also, no piano in the game besides the intro screen. False advertising if you ask me.

STAY AWAY, DO NOT PURCHASE! A completely unfinished product.

(hint: using the summersault button to move everywhere makes the game slightly more fun). AYE AYE CAPTAIN
+It's like gothic
-You can't shag Patty. TL;DR : Fun little story with a great steampunk-y art style. English translation is pretty good, only
occasional weirdness.

So this review is based off my first couple of hours of gameplay, if anything significant happens to change it, I'll edit the review
accordingly.

  Steel Life is a great example of a point and click game done right. It's not perfect or groundbreaking but it checks off all the
boxes of what a good point and click should be. The story is engaging and there are lots of unique characters to interact with.
Plenty of puzzles and minigames to test your thinking and reflexes; nothing too difficult outside of a couple minigames that
weren't explained clearly. The game has a handhold-y casual mode that points out interactibles and gives you as many hints as
you want. Great for someone who just wants to play through it for the story. There is also a hardcore mode for those who don't
want the help.

  The art style is what really sold me though. It's like a steampunk-y version of the "Robots" movie. Everything is nicely detailed
and there's all kinds of animation happening. The background music and effects are also quite good and add to the whole
experience, which is saying something since I almost always tune out game music.

  I should mention that game was originally made in Russian. The English translation is pretty good, though. I give it an A-
because there have been a few wonky words now and then but over-all it reads smoothly.

  All in all, this is a nice addition to any adventure game fan's library. I think it's worth it even at full price considering the
quality of it but you can wait for a sale if you want.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=KPS6hzFFfV0
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Neat bite sized action game with a (not so) nice twist. I beat it in a couple of hours but could see myself enjoying a second
playthrough at some point.

If you like games that shatter expectations and go into unexpected places, you'll get served with The Other Half.

. Check out the full review @ https:\/\/vivereport.com\/2016\/09\/27\/carpe-lucem-vr-a-steam-punk-puzzle-paradise\/

" This game is sensory heaven \u2013 the visuals and the music just melt into each other like butter on fresh toast."

Your goal is to manipulate different colors of light that flow from suspended vials. You have to direct the stream toward
mechanical flowers of the same color. Tools consist of mirrors, separators, converters and mixers, which all look straight out of
a mad scientist\u2019s lab from the Industrial Revolution \u2014 brass cogs, gears, coils. You get the idea. Once all color
streams are matched to flowers, you move on to the next puzzle. What\u2019s great is that the light spectrum combinations are
actually spot-on.. Just purchased this game! Great story line and finding it really enjoyable so far!. this is good .
. Amazingly fun.. With indie games like this on the net I'm still trying to understand why people keep making jokes about Dark
Souls difficulty.

And I'm aware that this is not even close to the hardest bullet-hell games. My God.

Nice game and soundtrack though. 7.5\/10

Patch – v1.0.6:

Bug fixes. Patch – v1.0.4:

Features. Patch – v1.0.5:

Features. GNOG is now available!:
Hey everyone, GNOG is finally out (with optional VR support) with a 10% steam discount. Also thanks to our publisher, if you
own Broken Age you get an additional 10% off!

Check out this lovely review by Rock Paper Shotgun: https://www.rockpapershotgun.com/2018/07/17/wot-i-think-gnog/
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